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Summary 
While the benefits of vertical particle velocity measurements are well known for towed streamer receiver 
deghosting, in many cases high noise levels can cause practical issues. We describe an inversion-driven receiver 
deghosting approach which is jointly constrained by hydrophone data and prior wavefield separated data. Prior 
wavefield separated data can relate to an up-going or down-going wavefield, obtained by combining hydrophone 
and particle velocity data. Use of prior wavefield separation data provides the joint inversion with signal at 
hydrophone notch frequencies, as well as making it less sensitive to variations in the free surface datum than 
hydrophone-only inversion methods. The use of data domain sparseness constraints makes the approach practical 
as it may be applied to data without explicit prior denoise. The proposed method is validated on synthetic and real 
data examples. 
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Introduction 
 

The advent of broadband towed streamer data has extended usable bandwidth at both low and high 
frequencies. As well as enriching the overall seismic image, improved low frequencies have enabled 
more reliable full waveform inversion results (Ratcliffe et al., 2013), while improved high frequencies 
better inform interpretation of thin-layered structures. Strategies to deliver marine towed streamer 
broadband data range from processing-only approaches using horizontal tow hydrophone-only 
streamers, to combined acquisition and processing schemes which may consist of multi-level 
streamers (Sønneland et al., 1986), variable depth streamers (Soubaras, 2010) or dual sensor streamers 
(Carlson et al., 2007). While the benefits of vertical particle motion data in separating up-going and 
down-going wavefields are well known (Carlson et al., 2007), in practice, the recordings often contain 
noise at lower frequencies and may also be contaminated by equipment mounted on the streamers. 
Consequently, the particle motion data may require noise attenuation before use (Peng et al., 2014), 
and at low frequencies may in many cases be unusable. Aggressive noise attenuation of the 
accelerometer data may lead to signal damage. 
 

We introduce an inversion-driven receiver deghosting approach combining multi-measurement data 
and data domain sparseness weights. The approach may work with raw particle velocity data without 
explicit prior noise attenuation, making it flexible and easy to use. The approach may be used on 
towed streamer or ocean bottom datasets. 
 

Method 
 

The inversion-based approach derives a surface-datum model of the up-going wavefield, 푚, that is 
constrained by the time-space hydrophone, ℎ, and prior wavefield separated data, 푠, computed using 
vertical particle velocity and hydrophone data. The prior wavefield separation may relate to up-going 
data (for example, from PZ summation) or down-going data (for example, from PZ subtraction). 
While at some offsets and frequencies the prior wavefield separation provides the inversion with 
wavefield separated data having a high signal-to-noise ratio, at other offsets and frequencies it may be 
contaminated with noise. To mitigate this, the inversion can be conditioned with data domain 
sparseness weights, 푊 , which may be a function of time, space, and frequency (Poole, 2015). 
Weights may be obtained via a comparison of measured particle velocity data and simulated particle 
velocity data, in a way similar to that described by Peng et al. (2014). Such a methodology enables the 
inversion to rely less on the prior wavefield separated data in regions where it is contaminated by 
noise. Model domain sparseness weights, 푊 , may also be used to constrain the inversion further, for 
example following Trad et al. (2003). The inversion problem is described by the following equation: 
 

     푊 ℎ
푠 = 푊 퐿 + 퐿

퐿 푊 푚 .    (1) 
 

퐿  and 퐿  are linear operators transforming the surface-datum model respectively to up-going and 
down-going time-space data at the recorded datum. In the case that the model domain is the 휏 − 푝 
domain, and using frequency domain notation for brevity, the operators may be given by: 
 

   퐿 = 			 푒  ;  퐿 = 푅푒 ,   (2) 
 

where 푅 is the free surface reflectivity, (푥,푦, 푧) is a receiver offset relative to a source, and  
(푝 ,푝 ,푝 ) are the associated receiver-side slownesses, (푝 ,푝 ) defining the model domain and 푝  
relating to a redatum from surface to the recorded receiver depth. The linear operator 퐿  may equal 
either 퐿  or 퐿 , depending on whether the prior wavefield separated data relates to up-going or down-
going data respectively. This approach has similarities to the multi-measurement formulations of 
Poole (2014) and Wang et al. (2014) but it is less reliant on a ghost model due to the additional 
constraint of the prior wavefield separated data, and less sensitive to recording noise due to the data 
domain sparseness weights. The reghosting operator may also be modified to incorporate wave-height 
variations if required (for example, following King and Poole, 2015).  
 

Once the up-going wavefield model has been found by inversion, deghosted data, 푑, may be obtained 
by subtracting the corresponding ghost model from the input hydrophone data, for example 
 

      푑 = ℎ −	퐿 푊 푚.     (3) 
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The particle velocity data may have been corrected for obliquity prior to separation; alternatively, the 
hydrophone data may have had an inverse obliquity correction applied to make it consistent with 
particle velocity amplitudes. In the latter case, the deghosted data, d, may subsequently have an 
obliquity correction applied. It should be noted that particle velocity data may have been calculated by 
integrating particle acceleration data. 
 

Following the observations of Robertsson et al. (2008), the approach may be modified to make use of 
the dealiasing properties of particle velocity data, 푣, in the y-direction, as follows: 
 

     푊
ℎ
푠
푣

= 푊
퐿 + 퐿
퐿

푐표푠 훾 (퐿 + 퐿 )
푊 푚,   (4) 

 

where 훾  is the angle between the sensor orientation (the y-direction) and the ray-path direction 
corresponding to a model slowness, 푝.  
 

Synthetic example 
 

Shot gather synthetic data relating to a 1D reflector at 2 km depth in a constant velocity medium of 
1500 m.s-1 is given in Figures 1a and 1b, for hydrophone and vertical particle velocity data 
respectively. Figure 1c shows the up-going data obtained by averaging the data in Figures 1a and 1b. 
Figure 1d shows the data of Figure 1c after addition of impulsive random noise. An application of the 
proposed scheme without data domain sparseness weights is shown in Figure 1e, using hydrophone 
data (Figure 1a) and noise-free up-going data (Figure 1c) as input. The result shows an accurate 
deghosting, comparable to the ideal result of Figure 1c. Additional results from the proposed scheme 
without data domain sparseness weights are shown in Figure 1f, here using hydrophone data (Figure 
1a) and noisy up-going data (Figure 1d) as input. We observe that the noisy input data has 
contaminated the output by smearing the noise. Figure 1g shows results from the proposed scheme 
with data domain sparseness weights, using hydrophone data (Figure 1a) and noisy up-going data 
(Figure 1d) as input. This illustrates how the use of data domain sparseness weights has reduced the 
noise contamination on the output data; the results are now consistent with the ideal case of Figure 1c. 

Figure 1 Synthetic shot gather data: (a) input hydrophone data, (b) ideal vertical particle velocity 
data, (c) ½(a + b), (d) c + impulsive noise, (e) proposed method using a and c with no data domain 
sparseness, (f) proposed method using a and d with no data domain sparseness, (g) proposed method 
using a and d with data domain sparseness.  
 

Real data examples 
 

The first data example is from the Norwegian North Sea, an acquisition consisting of 12 streamers, 
each separated by 75 m. Figure 2 shows the data in 10 Hz frequency panels for (a) hydrophone input, 
(b) vertical particle velocity input, (c) receiver deghosting using hydrophone-only data, and (d) 
receiver deghosting with the proposed approach using hydrophone and up-going data.  
 

For the hydrophone-only example, although overall there is a high signal-to-noise ratio before and 
after deghosting, the signal is noticeably weaker at the ghost notch of ~40 Hz, a frequency where we 
see the strong signal from the vertical particle velocity data amplified due to the ghost peak. While 
some noise is present in the particle velocity data, mainly relating to the birds and other equipment 
attached to the streamer, the data domain sparseness weights used in the proposed method prevent this 
noise from contaminating the result. We also observe that the proposed method results in stronger 
signal around the hydrophone notch than the hydrophone-only deghosting solution. 
 

The second data example is from the Porcupine Basin region of the Irish Sea. This acquisition 
comprised 14 streamers towed at 12 m depth, each separated by 100 m. Figure 3 shows full bandwidth 
displays for (a) input hydrophone data, (b) hydrophone-only deghosted data, and (c) deghosted data 
with the proposed approach. Corresponding displays band-limited around the hydrophone notch are 
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given in (d), (e) and (f) respectively. The proposed approach provides improved data resolution and 
less residual ghost than the hydrophone-only solution. This is particularly evident in the band-limited 
displays where the contribution of the vertical particle velocity data highlights increased signal 
strength at frequencies corresponding to the hydrophone notch. 

 
Figure 2 Shot gather data in frequency panels: (a) raw hydrophone data, (b) vertical particle velocity 
data, (c) hydrophone-only receiver deghosting, (d) receiver deghosting constrained by hydrophone 
and up-going data ½(a+ b). 

Figure 3 Shot gather data: (a) raw hydrophone data, (b) hydrophone-only receiver deghosting, (c) 
the proposed method. Corresponding band-limited displays around the hydrophone notch (56-64Hz) 
are shown in (d), (e) and (f) respectively. 
 

Figure 4 shows migrated stack comparisons of (a) input hydrophone data, (b) hydrophone-only 
deghosting, and (c) the proposed approach, with corresponding band-limited displays around the 
hydrophone ghost notch shown in (d), (e) and (f) respectively. The band-limited displays show a 
significant improvement in the level of signal in the hydrophone notch using the proposed approach. 
On the full bandwidth displays, the results of the proposed approach provide an improvement in the 
clarity of the fine layering. 
 

Conclusions 
 

A towed streamer receiver deghosting approach, constrained by prior wavefield separated data and 
data domain sparseness weights, has been introduced. The use of sparseness weights makes the 
approach resilient to noise contamination in the input data, so that it is practical and easy to use. Two 
real data examples have demonstrated the benefits of using multi-sensor data in this way to provide 
enhanced receiver deghosting relative to hydrophone-only solutions. 
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Figure 4 Migrated stack data: (a) input hydrophone, (b) hydrophone-only receiver deghosting, (c) the 
proposed method. Corresponding displays band-limited around the hydrophone notch (56-64Hz) are 
shown in (d), (e) and (f) respectively. 
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